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ABSTRACT
The turbulence in the diffuse intergalactic medium (IGM) plays an important role in various astrophysical
processes across cosmic time, but it is very challenging to constrain its statistical properties both observationally
and numerically. Via the statistical analysis of turbulence along different sightlines toward a population of fast
radio bursts (FRBs), we demonstrate that FRBs provide a unique tool to probe the intergalactic turbulence. We
measure the structure function (SF) of dispersion measures (DMs) of FRBs to study the multi-scale electron
density fluctuations induced by the intergalactic turbulence. The SF has a large amplitude and a Kolmogorov
power-law scaling with angular separations, showing large and correlated DM fluctuations over a range of
length scales. Given that the DMs of FRBs are IGM dominated, our result suggests that the intergalactic
turbulence has a Kolmogorov power spectrum and an outer scale on the order of 100 Mpc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence is ubiquitous in astrophysical plasmas in both
local and high-redshift universe (Brandenburg & Lazarian
2014). It accompanies the large scale structure formation and
amplifies cosmic magnetic fields (Ryu et al. 2008). It influ-
ences multi-scale diverse astrophysical processes, such as star
formation (McKee & Ostriker 2007), cosmic ray propagation
(Xu & Yan 2013), magnetic reconnection and particle accel-
eration (Zhang & Yan 2011; Lazarian et al. 2020).
The fundamental problem of turbulence is turbulent statis-
tics (Chandrasekhar 1949). The statistical studies of astro-
physical turbulence greatly benefit from the recent devel-
opment of turbulence measurement techniques, including,
e.g., the principal component analysis (Heyer & Peter Schlo-
erb 1997), Velocity Channel Analysis (Lazarian & Pogosyan
2000), Velocity Coordinate Spectrum (Lazarian & Pogosyan
2006), core velocity dispersion (Qian et al. 2012), polarization
variance analysis and polarization spatial analysis (Lazarian
& Pogosyan 2016), velocity gradient technique (VGT) (Yuen
& Lazarian 2017). Statistical measurements of velocity field
(Chepurnov et al. 2010; Xu 2020; Li et al. 2020), density
field (Armstrong et al. 1995; Burkhart et al. 2009; Chepurnov
& Lazarian 2010), magnetic field (Han et al. 2004; Gaensler
et al. 2011), and other observables associated with turbulence
(Xu & Zhang 2016b, 2017) reveal both the properties and im-
portant roles of turbulence in the interstellar medium (ISM)
and intracluster medium (ICM).
Turbulence in the intergalactic medium (IGM) is closely re-
lated to the formation of large scale structure in the universe.
For the turbulence of non-primordial origin, the possible driv-
ing mechanisms include cosmological shocks in filaments
(Ryu et al. 2008) and supernovae-driven galactic outflows
(Evoli & Ferrara 2011). The intergalactic turbulence signif-
icantly affects the dynamics of baryon fluid, galaxy-IGM in-
terplay, amplification of magnetic fields, and enrichment of
metals in the IGM through cosmic time (Evoli 2010). De-
spite the observational and numerical evidence indicating the
presence of intergalactic turbulence (e.g., Rauch et al. 2001;
Iapichino et al. 2011), unlike the turbulence in the ISM and
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ICM, the statistical properties of intergalactic turbulence are
poorly constrained by observations, as the detection and mea-
surements of the tenuous IGM are very challenging. More-
over, the statistical analysis of the large-scale intergalactic
turbulence is infeasible with current computational resources
(Iapichino et al. 2011).
Transient extragalactic radio bursts, such as fast radio bursts
(FRBs), have their dispersion measures (DMs) dominated by
the contribution of the IGM (Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton
et al. 2013; Petroff et al. 2016) and are powerful probes of
the intergalactic turbulence (Macquart & Koay 2013; Xu &
Zhang 2016b; Ravi et al. 2016). Besides the scattering ef-
fect that causes the temporal broadening for individual FRBs
(Macquart & Koay 2013; Zhu et al. 2018), density fluctuations
induced by intergalactic turbulence can also give rise to fluc-
tuations in DMs of different FRBs. Similar to using Galactic
pulsars to sample the interstellar turbulence (Armstrong et al.
1995; Xu & Zhang 2017), we can also use a substantial pop-
ulation of FRBs to sample the intergalactic turbulence. With
a range of separations between sight lines through the IGM,
FRBs can provide the measurement on the scale-dependent
DM fluctuations induced by the multi-scale intergalactic tur-
bulence. For the first time, we perform a statistical measure-
ment of the intergalactic turbulence by using a population of
FRBs. In this Letter, the basic formalism of the statistical
method is presented in §2. In §3, we compare the measured
structure function of DMs of FRBs with our theoretical ex-
pectation. Discussion and conclusions are given in §4.
2. STRUCTURE FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF DMS
In a turbulent medium, we consider that the correlation
function (CF) of electron density fluctuations δne follows the
power-law scaling,
ξ(R,∆l) = 〈δne(X1, l1)δne(X2, l2)〉
= 〈δn2e〉
Lmi
Lmi + (R
2 + ∆l2)
m
2
,
(1)
where X is the 2D position of the source on the sky plane, l
is the distance along the line of sight (LOS), R = |X1−X2|
is the projected separation between sources, ∆l = l1− l2, and
the angle brackets denote an ensemble average. R can be con-
verted to the angular separation θ by θ = R/L. Here L is the
size of the turbulent medium that extends from the observer to
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2a distance L. The above power-law form of CF is commonly
used for describing fluctuations in observables induced by tur-
bulence (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2016, hereafter LP16; Xu &
Zhang 2016a; Xu 2020). The correlation length Li and the
power-law index m characterize the statistical properties of
turbulence. m is related to the 3D power-law index of a tur-
bulent spectrum α by
α = −m− 3. (2)
We note that for Kolmogorov turbulence, m = 2/3 and α =
−11/3.
To calculate the structure function (SF) of dispersion mea-
sures DM =
∫
nedl, where ne is the electron density, we
consider two cases with (1) a single thin turbulent screen be-
tween the sources and the observer with the screen thickness
much smaller than the distances of the sources from the ob-
server (Fig. 1(a)), and (2) a turbulent volume along the entire
LOS containing both the sources and the observer (Fig. 1(b)).
In the former case, only the components of DMs from the tur-
bulent screen are correlated.
Case (1): a thin turbulent screen. In this case, the SF of
DMs is
D(R) = 〈[DM(X1)− DM(X2)]2〉
=
〈[ ∫ L
0
dlne(X1, l)−
∫ L
0
dlne(X2, l)
]2〉
= 4〈δn2e〉
∫ L
0
d∆l(L−∆l)[
Lmi
Lmi + ∆l
m
− L
m
i
Lmi + (R
2 + ∆l2)
m
2
]
,
(3)
where the expression in Eq. (1) is used. When the thickness
of the turbulent screen L is larger than Li, it has asymptotic
scalings in different regimes (LP16),
D(R) ≈

4〈δn2e〉L−mi LRm+1, R < Li, (4a)
4〈δn2e〉Lmi LR−m+1, Li < R < L, (4b)
4〈δn2e〉Lmi L−m+2, R > L. (4c)
For a steep turbulent spectrum dominated by large-scale tur-
bulent fluctuations (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2004) with α <
−3, e.g., Kolmogorov turbulence, Li is the outer scale of den-
sity fluctuations, and only Eq. (4a) is applicable. We then
have
D(R) ≈
{
4〈δn2e〉L−mi LRm+1, R < Li, (5a)
4〈δn2e〉LiL, R > Li. (5b)
The dependence on R is seen when R is in the inertial range
of turbulence (< Li). At R > Li, DMs become uncorrelated,
and D(R) remains constant.
Case (2): a turbulent volume along the entire LOS. In a
different case with both the sources and the observer within
the same turbulent volume, the SF of DMs is
D(R, l1, l2) = 〈[DM(X1, l1)− DM(X2, l2)]2〉
=
〈[ ∫ l1
0
dlne(X1, l)−
∫ l2
0
dlne(X2, l)
]2〉
≈ 2D+(R, l+) + 1
2
Λ(∆l)2. (6)
Compared with Case (1) with a localized thin turbulent
screen, the LOS integral here is not limited by the screen
thickness, but is taken over the entire path from the observer
to the source. The difference between the distances of sources
∆l only enters the second term. The dependence onR appears
in the first term (LP16),
D+(R, l+) = 2〈δn2e〉
∫ l+
0
d∆l(l+ −∆l)[
Lmi
Lmi + ∆l
m
− L
m
i
Lmi + (R
2 + ∆l2)
m
2
]
,
(7)
where l+ = (l1 + l2)/2. If we consider distant sources from
the observer with l+ > Li, then we can reach
D+(R, l+) ≈

2〈δn2e〉L−mi l+Rm+1, R < Li, (8a)
2〈δn2e〉Lmi l+R−m+1, Li < R < l+,(8b)
2〈δn2e〉Lmi l−m+2+ , R > l+, (8c)
which is similar to Eq. (4) but L is replaced by l+.
For the second term of D(R, l1, l2) in Eq. (6), the coeffi-
cient Λ (LP16) can be simplified to
Λ = ξ(0, l+)− ξ(R, l+) + 2ξ(R, 0)
= 〈δn2e〉
[
Lmi
Lmi + l
m
+
− L
m
i
Lmi + (R
2 + l2+)
m
2
+ 2
Lmi
Lmi +R
m
]
,
≈
{
2〈δn2e〉, R < Li
0, R > Li,
(9)
where the expression in Eq. (1) is used. We again consider a
steep turbulent spectrum with α < −3. Based on the above
expressions, we now approximately have
D(R, l1, l2) ≈

4〈δn2e〉L−mi Rm+1l+ + 〈δn2e〉(∆l)2,
R < Li, (10a)
4〈δn2e〉Lil+, R > Li. (10b)
The quantities related to the distances of sources, i.e., l+, ∆l,
do not distort the power-law scaling of D(R, l1, l2) with R.
Next by averaging over l+ and ∆l, we can obtain
D(R) =
1
2L
∫ L
−L
d∆l
L−∆l
∫ L−|∆l|/2
|∆l|/2
dl+D(R, l1, l2) (11)
≈
{
2〈δn2e〉L−mi LRm+1 + 13 〈δn2e〉L2, R < Li
2〈δn2e〉LiL, R > Li.
(12)
It has a similar form as Eq. (5), but here L is the length of the
entire turbulent volume along the LOS containing both the
sources and the observer. Besides, the extra second term at
R < Li arises from the different distances of sources, which
adds “noise” to the scaling of D(R) with R revealed by the
first term. In Eq. (11), we assume that the distance differences
can range from 0 to L, but in fact for distant sources from the
observer under consideration, they mainly occupy a subvol-
ume within the range of distances [L0, L], where L0 > Li.
3Therefore D(R) should be adjusted as
D(R) =
1
2(L− L0)
∫ L−L0
−L+L0
d∆l (13)
1
L− L0 −∆l
∫ L−|∆l|/2
L0+|∆l|/2
dl+D(R, l1, l2) (14)
≈

2〈δn2e〉L−mi (L+ L0)Rm+1 + 13 〈δn2e〉(L− L0)2,
R < Li
2〈δn2e〉Li(L+ L0), R > Li.
(15)
As a result, compared with Eq. (12), we see an increase of
the first term by a factor of (1 + L0/L) and a decrease of the
second term by a factor of (L−L0)2/L2 forD(R) atR < Li,
leading to a significantly reduced level of “noise”.
(a) Case (1) (b) Case (2)
FIG. 1.— Sketches of (a) a thin turbulent screen between the sources
(FRBs) and the observer and (b) a turbulent volume along the entire LOS
containing both the sources and the observer. The open circles indicate the
2D positions of FRBs projected on the sky plane.
3. SF OF DMS OF FRBS
Using the most updated published population of FRBs
(Petroff et al. 2016) 3, we calculate the SF of their measured
total DMs as
D(θ) = 〈(DM(X1)− DM(X2))2〉, (16)
which is the average value of the squared DM differences of
all pairs of FRBs at a given angular separation. Here X is
the projected position of an FRB on the sky plane, θ is the
angular separation between projected positions, and the angle
brackets denote the spatial average at a fixed θ. From the sky
distribution of FRBs with measured DMs shown in Fig. 2, we
see that they sample the turbulent fluctuations along the LOS
in different directions. So we are unlikely biased to detect the
turbulent structure toward a particular direction. The result
for the SF is displayed in Fig. 3(a), where the error bars show
95% confidence intervals. The error bars are larger toward a
small θ due to the fewer number of pairs of FRBs available at
a small θ. Based on the above analysis, we use a function
D(θ . 13.8◦)[pc2 cm−6] = α(θ[◦])β + γ (17)
3 http://www.frbcat.org
to fit the data points at small θ. We find that for the best least-
squares fit, there are
α = 8595± 1.03× 104,
β = 1.68± 0.44,
γ = 5.13× 104 ± 5.87× 104,
(18)
where the uncertainties are given at 68% confidence. D(θ)
saturates and basically remains constant at θ > 13.8◦.
FIG. 2.— FRBs with measured DMs on the sky in Galactic coordinates.
The circle size scales with DM. The color coding gives the DM values.
The SF of DMs of FRBs at cosmological distances can be
decomposed into its Galactic component DG and extragalac-
tic component DE ,
D(R)
= 〈[DMG(X1) + DME(X1)− DMG(X2)− DME(X2)]2〉
= 〈[DMG(X1)− DMG(X2)]2〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
DG
+ 〈[DME(X1)− DME(X2)]2〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
DE
,
(19)
where DMG and DME are the Galactic and extragalactic
components of the total DM, respectively. We next consider
two different cases with the power-law behavior ofD(θ) dom-
inated by (1) the Galactic ISM, or (2) the IGM.
(1) The Galactic ISM. If the DMsE toward different FRBs
are uncorrelated, then DE is independent of R. We can write
Eq. (19) as
D(R) = DG(R) + C, (20)
where C is a constant representingDE . In this situation, Case
(1) in Section 2 applies, and our Galaxy acts as a thin turbulent
screen with the thickness L given by the average path length
through the Galactic ISM. We consider that the Galactic in-
terstellar turbulence has a steep power-law spectrum and its
driving scale is much smaller than L (Armstrong et al. 1995;
Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010; Chepurnov et al. 2010). Ac-
cordingly, DG can be described by Eq. (5), and thus there
is
D(θ) ≈
{
4〈δn2e〉L−mi Lm+2θm+1 + C, θ < Li/L,(21a)
4〈δn2e〉LiL+ C, θ > Li/L,(21b)
where we use θ = R/L as the angular separation correspond-
ing to R. We compare Eq. (21a) with the fit to the measured
D(θ) in Eq. (17). To explain the observations, there should
4(a) (b)
FIG. 3.— (a) D(θ) vs. θ for 112 FRBs. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The dashed line is the fit to the data points at small θ with the fitting
function and parameters given by Eqs. (17) and (18). (b) Same as (a) but forDE(θ). The dashed line shows the fit (Eq. (17)) with α = 1.13×104±1.31×104,
β = 1.60± 0.43, and γ = 4.17× 104 ± 6.50× 104, where the uncertainties are given at 68% confidence.
be
m+ 1 = 1.68,
4〈δn2e〉L−mi Lm+2
( pi
180
)m+1
= 8595,
C = 5.13× 104,
Li
L
≈ 0.24.
(22)
From the above constraints one can easily get
〈δn2e〉L2[pc2 cm−6] = 7.35× 105. (23)
It requires that the typical DMG of an FRB is
DMG[pc cm−3] ≈ neL ∼
√
〈δn2e〉L = 857. (24)
Obviously, this value is much larger than those of pulsars in
the high Galactic latitude region where most FRBs were de-
tected (Cordes & Chatterjee 2019). In fact, the IGM is be-
lieved to be the dominant source of dispersion for most FRBs
(Ioka 2003; Inoue 2004; Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton et al.
2013). In Fig. 3(b), we present the SF of DMsE , where
DME = DM − DMG, and DMG is estimated based on the
NE2001 Galactic electron density model (Cordes & Lazio
2002; Petroff et al. 2016). 4 The difference between Fig.
3(a) and Fig. 3(b) is marginal, which confirms the negligi-
ble Galactic contribution to D(θ).
(2) The IGM. If the DMsE are correlated so that DE is a
function of R, then D(R) mainly reflects the statistical prop-
erties of the intergalactic turbulence given DE  DG. By
probing the intergalactic turbulence along the entire LOS, we
are dealing with Case (2) in Section 2. Hence we approxi-
mately have
D(θ) ≈ DE(θ) (25)
≈

2〈δn2e〉L−mi (L+ L0)Lm+1θm+1
+ 13 〈δn2e〉(L− L0)2, θ < Li/L
2〈δn2e〉Li(L+ L0), θ > Li/L,
(26)
4 Here we exclude the source with DMG > DM.
where θ = R/L and L is the depth of the intergalactic tur-
bulent volume that FRBs sample. Here we use Eq. (15) un-
der the consideration that FRBs are distant sources from the
observer and the distances of most FRBs are larger than L0,
which can be constrained by the observational result (see be-
low).
Similar to the earlier analysis, the comparison between Eq.
(26) and the fit to data (Eqs. (17) and (18)) leads to
m+ 1 = 1.68,
2〈δn2e〉L−mi (L+ L0)Lm+1
( pi
180
)m+1
= 8595,
1
3
〈δn2e〉(L− L0)2 = 5.13× 104,
Li
L
≈ 0.24.
(27)
From these relations we obtain
m = 0.68, (28)
L0
L
≈ 0.59, (29)
Li
L
≈ 0.24. (30)
Eq. (28) indicates that the intergalactic turbulence follows
the Kolmogorov scaling (m = 2/3). We note that the Kol-
mogorov scaling also applies to magnetized turbulence (Gol-
dreich & Sridhar 1995; Lazarian & Vishniac 1999; Cho et al.
2002), which would not be distorted by the presence of inter-
galactic magnetic fields (Ryu et al. 2008).
By using Eq. (30), we can also evaluate the driving scale of
intergalactic turbulence, which is about one order of magni-
tude smaller than L. From DME distribution (see Fig. 4(a)),
where we subtract DMG based on the NE2001 model (see
above), we find the peak at DMEp ≈ 306.3 pc cm−3. The
relation between the intergalactic component of DM, DMIGM,
and redshift z was derived by Deng & Zhang (2014). Its nu-
merical value (Zhang 2018)
DMIGM ≈ 807 pc cm−3
∫ z
0
(1 + z)dz
[Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ]
1
2
(31)
5(a) (b)
FIG. 4.— (a) DME distribution for the entire FRB sample. The thick solid line shows the kernel density estimate of the distribution. The peak of the distribution
at DMEp = 306.3 pc cm−3 is indicated by the vertical dashed line. (b) DMIGM-z relation (solid line). The dashed line marks z ≈ 0.36 corresponding to
DMEp.
is shown in Fig. 4(b), where Ωm = 0.3089 ± 0.0062 and
ΩΛ = 0.6911 ± 0.0062 are the matter density parameter and
dark energy density parameter (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016). By assuming DME ≈ DMIGM, we see that the red-
shift corresponding to DMEp is approximately 0.36. The LOS
comoving distance for z = 0.36 is 1455 Mpc. We adopt
L = 1455 Mpc as the size of the intergalactic turbulent vol-
ume sampled by most FRBs and obtain Li ≈ 350 Mpc (Eq.
(30)) as the estimated driving scale of intergalactic turbulence.
This is of the same order of magnitude as the scale of galaxy
superclusters (Oort 1983), indicative of a possible connection
between the formation of superclusters and intergalactic tur-
bulence.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Despite its astrophysical and cosmological significance, the
large-scale intergalactic turbulence and its statistical proper-
ties are poorly constrained by both observations and simula-
tions. FRBs, with their cosmological distances and isotropic
sky distribution, can serve as unique probes of the intergalac-
tic turbulence. This work further demonstrates the universal-
ity of turbulence in the universe and provides information on
the turbulence properties in the range of length scales beyond
that of earlier measurements (see Fig. 5).
The SF of DMs of FRBs provide a direct measurement of
the multi-scale turbulent fluctuations in electron density in the
turbulent volume that FRB signals travel through. As the FRB
signal passes through its host galaxy, the IGM, and the Milky
Way, its DM includes multiple components. The resulting
SF of DMs also contains the Galactic and extragalactic com-
ponents. The latter is mainly contributed by the IGM under
the assumption of generally small host contributions to DMs
(Shannon et al. 2018). The power-law behavior of SF at small
angular separations is expected from the energy cascade of
turbulence in the inertial range. As the turbulent fluctuations
in different host galaxies are uncorrelated, this power-law fea-
ture of SF can only come from either the Galactic interstellar
turbulence or the intergalactic turbulence. The SF saturates at
large angular separations as the electron density fluctuations
are uncorrelated on scales beyond the inertial range of turbu-
lence.
FIG. 5.— 3D power-law index |α| of turbulence vs. the range of length
scales where the turbulent power spectrum is measured in the Milky Way
(Armstrong et al. 1995; Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010), Hydra A galaxy cluster
(Vogt & Enßlin 2005), the Coma galaxy cluster (Schuecker et al. 2004), and
in the IGM taken from this work. The shaded region indicates the uncertainty.
The dashed line marks the Kolmogorov index.
It is well established and tested that the Galactic ISM is
turbulent and the turbulence has a characteristic Kolmogorov
power spectrum in the warm ionized medium (Armstrong
et al. 1995; Han et al. 2004; Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010).
By comparing the observationally measured SF with the the-
oretically modeled SF dominated by the Galactic ISM, al-
though the Kolmogorov power-law scaling can be explained,
the Galactic DMs are too small to account for the measured
SF value. This is also confirmed by the minor difference be-
tween the SF of total DMs and that of extragalactic DMs with
the Galactic contributions subtracted based on the NE2001
model.
The large amplitude and power-law behavior of SF lead
to the conclusion that the large and correlated DM fluctua-
tions originate from the IGM. The comparison with the mea-
sured SF suggests that the intergalactic turbulence has a Kol-
mogorov scaling and a large driving scale on the order of
100 Mpc corresponding to the transition angular separation
where the SF saturates. The Kolmogorov velocity spectrum
6of cosmological turbulence up to the scale of superclusters
(∼ 100 Mpc), which is the largest scale of inhomogeneities in
the universe, is suggested by some cosmological models (e.g.,
Ozernoi 1978). The current measured SF especially at small
angular separations suffers from small source statistics and
thus has a large uncertainty. Future observational tests with a
larger population of FRBs are necessary for further studying
the intergalactic turbulence and its cosmological implications.
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